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Abstract. Let Mn be the algebra of all n� n matrices with entries in the field of real num-
bers. For a matrix Z 2Mn, it is said that a linear map T WMn!Mn is multiplicative at Z if
T .AB/D T .A/T .B/ whenever AB DZ. In this paper we investigate some properties of multi-
plicative mapping at invertible matrices and also we characterize all multiplicative isomorphisms
at invertible matrices. Then we give an example to show that multiplicativity at I doesn’t imply
multiplicativity on Mn, where I 2Mn is the identity matrix.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Concerning linear maps on matrices, much work has been done on the problem
described generally as follows. LetW be a space of matrices, andQ.A/ be a quantity
or property of matrices A 2 W . Then determine the structure of linear maps T W
W !W which preserve Q [ i.e. Q.T .A//DQ.A/; for all A 2W �. Some aspects
of this problem were surveyed in [4]. Moreover, when R.A;B/ is a relation between
matrices A;B 2W , it is interesting to determine all linear maps T WW !W which
preserve R [i.e. R.Q.A/;Q.B/) holds whenever R.A;B/]. For example, several
authors have discussed preserving linear maps of majorization on some spaces of
matrices (see [1], [2] and references therein). A linear map T WMn!Mn is called
multiplicative on Mn if T .AB/D T .A/T .B/, for all A;B 2Mn. A well known fact
about a multiplicative linear map on Mn is the following theorem which has a short
and interesting proof in [6].

Theorem 1. Let T WMn!Mn be a multiplicative bijective linear map. Then there
exists an invertible matrix S 2Mn such that T .A/D SAS�1, for every A 2Mn.

Proof. (From [6], Theorem 1.1) Choose and fix a pair of nonzero vectors u;y 2
Rn. Since T is injective, we can find ´ 2Rn such that T .uyt /´¤ 0. Define S WRn!

Rn by Sx D T .xyt /´, x 2 Rn. The linearity of S follows from the linearity of T .
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Moreover, S is nonzero since Su¤ 0. For arbitrary A 2Mn and x 2 Rn we have

SAx D T ..Ax/yt /´D T .A.xyt //´D T .A/T .xyt /´D T .A/Sx;

and consequently,
SAD T .A/S:

Letw be any vector in Rn. Since Su¤ 0 and because T is surjective we can find B 2
Mn such that T .B/SuD w D SBu. Thus, S is surjective, and therefore invertible.
It follows that T .A/D SAS�1, A 2Mn, as desired.

�

The concept of a linear multiplicative mapping at unity on B.H/ (where B.H/ is
the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H ) was introduced in
[3]. Also the authors characterized all linear multiplicative maps at unity which are
weak-continuous and surjective onB.H/, whereH is an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space. In fact, they showed that, such maps are automorphisms on B.H/. In [5] the
authors proved the following theorem which we use it to prove the main results of
this paper.

Theorem 2. Let T WMn!Mn be a linear map. Then, T preserves the set of all
invertible matrices, if and only if there exist invertible matrices A and B such that,
.i/ T .X/D AXB; 8 X 2Mn; or
.i i/ T .X/D AX tB;8 X 2Mn:

2. MULTIPLICATIVE ISOMORPHISM AT INVERTIBLE MATRICES

In this section we state some preliminaries about idempotent matrices to prove the
main result of this paper. We recall that a matrix P 2Mn is idempotent if P 2 D P .
The following proposition shows that the set of idempotent matrices generates Mn.
The notation Ei;j is used for the matrix which has 1 as .i;j / entry and 0 elsewhere.
It is easy to see that for every i and j .1� i ¤ j � n/ E2

i;i DEi;i and E2
i;j D 0.

Proposition 1. There exists a basis for Mn which is contained in the set of idem-
potent matrices.

Proof. Assume fEi;j W 1 � i;j � ng is the standard basis of Mn. Put Pi D Ei;i

and Pi;j DEi;i CEi;j for every i and j .1� j ¤ i � n/, then

P 2
i;j D .Ei;i CEi;j /

2
DE2

i;i CEi;iEi;j CEi;jEi;i CE
2
i;j DEi;i CEi;j D Pi;j :

Therefore Pi and Pi;j are idempotent matrices. Put

B D fPi W 1� i � ng[fPi;j W 1� j ¤ i � ng:

It is easy to see that B is a basis for Mn. �

Definition 1. Let Z 2Mn be given. A linear map T WMn!Mn is called multi-
plicative at Z if T .AB/D T .A/T .B/ whenever AB DZ.
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Now, we provide some lemmas to obtain the main result.

Lemma 1. Let T WMn!Mn be a linear map and let Z 2Mn be an invertible
matrix. If T is multiplicative at Z, then for every A 2Mn, the following assertions
are true:
.i/ T .Z/T .A/D T .ZA/T .I /,
.i i/ T .A/T .Z/D T .I /T .AZ/,
.i i i/ T .Z/T .Z�1AZ/D T .AZ/T .I /,
.iv/ T .Z2/T .Z�2A/D T .AZ/T .Z�1/.

Proof. .i/ For every idempotent P ,

.ZCZP/.I �
1

2
P /DZ D .Z�

1

2
ZP /.I CP /:

Since T is multiplicative at Z,

T .ZCZP/T .I �
1

2
P /D T .Z�

1

2
ZP /T .I CP /) (2.1)

ŒT .Z/CT .ZP /�ŒT .I /�T .
1

2
P /�D ŒT .Z/�T .

1

2
ZP /�ŒT .I /CT .P /�)

T .Z/T .P /D T .ZP /T .I /: (2.2)

Therefore by Proposition 1,

T .Z/T .A/D T .ZA/T .I /; 8A 2Mn:

.i i/ For every idempotent P ,

.I CP /.Z�
1

2
ZP /DZ D .I �

1

2
P /.ZCPZ/:

An argument similar to that above implies T .A/T .Z/D T .I /T .AZ/.
.i i i/ In part .i/, put Z�1AZ instead of A.
.iv/ For every idempotent P ,

.Z2
CZ2P /.Z�1

�
1

2
PZ�1/DZ D .Z2

�
1

2
Z2P /.Z�1

CPZ�1/:

An argument similar to that above implies T .Z2/T .AZ�1/DT .Z2A/T .Z�1/. Put-
ting Z�2AZ instead of A, then T .Z2/T .Z�2A/D T .AZ/T .Z�1/. �

Lemma 2. Let T WMn!Mn be a bijective linear map that is multiplicative at an
invertible matrix Z, then T .I /D I .

Proof. Since T is multiplicative at Z,

T .Z/T .I /D T .Z/D T .I /T .Z/: .v/

For every A 2Mn,
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T .A/T .Z/T .Z�1/D T .I /T .AZ/T .Z�1/ (by .i i/, Lemma 1)

D T .I /T .Z2/T .Z�2A/ (by .iv/, Lemma 1)

D T .Z/T .Z/T .Z�2A/ (by .i i/, Lemma 1)

D T .Z/T .Z�1A/T .I /: (by .i/, Lemma 1)

And consequently,

T .I /T .AZ/D T .A/T .Z/ (by .i i/, Lemma 1)

D T .A/T .Z/T .I /2 (by .v/)

D T .A/T .Z/T .Z�1/T .Z/ (by .i i/, Lemma 1)

D T .Z/T .Z�1A/T .I /T .Z/ (by the above relation)

D T .Z/T .Z�1A/T .Z/ (by .v/)

D T .Z/T .I /T .Z�1AZ/ (by .i i/, Lemma 1)

D T .Z/T .Z�1AZ/ (by .v/)

D T .AZ/T .I / (by .i i i/, Lemma 1)

Now, since T is surjective and A 2 Mn is arbitrary, for every B 2 Mn, we have
BT .I / D T .I /B . It implies that T .I / D �I , for some nonzero � 2 R. By .i i/ of
Lemma 1, T .Z�1/T .Z/D T .I /2 D �2I and hence T .Z/ is invertible. Now using
.v/ implies that T .I /D I . �

The following theorems characterize the multiplicative isomorphism at invertible
matrices.

Theorem 3. Let T WMn!Mn be a bijective linear map and letZ be an invertible
non scalar matrix. Then T is multiplicative at Z if and only if T is an automorphism
i.e. there exists an invertible matrix B 2Mn such that T .X/D BXB�1 for all X 2
Mn.

Proof. As the sufficiency of the condition is easy to see, only we prove the ne-
cessity of the condition. By the proof of Lemma 1, T .Z/ is invertible. For every
invertible matrix A 2Mn, T .Z/ D T .ZA�1A/ D T .ZA�1/T .A/ and hence T .A/
is invertible. Therefore T preserves the set of invertible matrices and by Lemma 2,
T .I / D I . Consequently, by Theorem 2, there exists an invertible matrix B 2Mn

such that one of the following holds:

.i/ T .X/D BXB�1; 8 X 2Mn; or .i i/ T .X/D BX tB�1; 8 X 2Mn:

If nD 1 the statements .i/ and .i i/ are the same. So we may assume that n � 2 and
hence there exists an invertible matrix A 2Mn such that AZ ¤ZA. If the statement
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.i i/ holds, then

T .Z/D T .ZA�1A/ D T .ZA�1/T .A/)

BZtB�1
D B.ZA�1/tB�1BAtB�1

)

AZ D ZA:

Which is a contradiction, so T .X/D BXB�1; X 2Mn, as desired. �

Corollary 1. Let T WMn!Mn be a bijective linear map and letZ be an invertible
non scalar matrix. Then T is multiplicative at Z if and only if T is multiplicative on
Mn.

Theorem 4. Let T WMn!Mn be a bijective linear map and letZ be an invertible
scalar matrix. Then T is multiplicative at Z if and only if T is an automorphism or
anti automorphism i.e. there exists an invertible matrix B 2Mn such that T .X/ D
BXB�1 for all X 2Mn or T .X/D BX tB�1 for all X 2Mn.

Proof. With an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3, if T is multiplicative
at an invertible matrixZ, then T is an automorphism or anti automorphism. It is easy
to show that every anti automorphism is multiplicative at an invertible scalar matrix
Z. �

The following example shows that multiplicativity at I doesn’t imply multiplic-
ativity on Mn.

Example 1. Let T WM2!M2 be the linear map defined as follows :

T .X/D PX tP�1; 8X 2M2; where P D

�
0 1

1 0

�
:

Then T is multiplicative at I by Theorem 4. Consider the matrices:

X D

�
�1 0

1 2

�
and Y D

�
0 1

0 0

�
:

It is easy to see that T .XY /¤ T .X/T .Y /. So T is not multiplicative on M2.
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